Field potentials (FPs) recorded within the brain, often called "local field potentials" (LFPs), are 48 useful measures of net synaptic activity in a neuronal ensemble. However, due to volume 49 conduction, FPs spread beyond regions of underlying synaptic activity, and thus, an "LFP" signal 50 may not accurately reflect the temporal patterns of synaptic activity in the immediately 51 surrounding neuron population. To better understand the physiological processes reflected in 52
useful measures of net synaptic activity in a neuronal ensemble. However, due to volume 25 conduction, FPs spread beyond regions of underlying synaptic activity, and thus, an "LFP" signal 26 may not accurately reflect the temporal patterns of synaptic activity in the immediately 27 surrounding neuron population. To better understand the physiological processes reflected in 28
FPs, we explored the relationship between the FP and its membrane current generators using 29 current source density (CSD) analysis in conjunction with a volume conductor model. The model 30 provides a quantitative description of the spatiotemporal summation of immediate local and more 31 distant membrane currents to produce the FP. By applying the model to FPs in the macaque 32 auditory cortex, we investigate a critical issue that has broad implications for FP research. We 33
show that FP responses in particular cortical layers are differentially susceptible to activity in 34 other layers. Activity in the supragranular layers has the strongest contribution to FPs in other 35 cortical layers, and infragranular FPs were most susceptible to contributions from other layers. 36
In order to define the physiological processes generating FPs recorded in loci of relatively weak 37 synaptic activity, stronger synaptic events in the vicinity have to be taken into account. While 38 outlining limitations and caveats inherent to FP measurements, our results also suggest specific 39 peak and frequency band components of FPs can be related to activity in specific cortical layers. 40 These results may help improving the interpretability of FPs. (Nicholson and Freeman 1975) , and is in most experimental cases explored 92 by analyzing the one-dimensional spatial pattern of FPs (but see Riera et al. 2012 ). Previous 93 ERP/EEG studies have shown that ERP peak components and EEG frequency components 94 (bands) have distinct scalp topographies and source localizations. The same conditions apply to 95 the laminar-spatial patterns of FP and CSD signals within a cortical area. This is a critical 96 problem for LFP studies, as it limits their ability to attribute experimental effects to specific cell 97 populations (e.g., supragranular pyramidal cells) or input types (e.g., top-down vs. bottom-up) 98
Effects of volume conduction at a macro (>1 mm) scale are recognized as essential to the 99 formation of the spatiotemporal profile of electromagnetic signals that can be measured in ERP 100
and EEG recordings at the scalp (Nunez 1998 circumstances, synchrony and strength of activation are confounded. On one hand, a given 110 ensemble of neurons is expected to produce a stronger net response, as reflected by a larger FP 111 signal magnitude, when they are activated simultaneously than when they are activated 112 magnitude of FP signal, to the degree of synchronous firing in a given neuron population 114 because, as discussed above, synchrony is not a sole factor that determines spatial spread of the 115 FP. In the present study, we deal with the spread of FP activity within hot spots of highly 116 synchronized activation; i.e., we examine local neuronal responses to preferred stimuli that 117 excite massive and synchronous activation of local neuron ensembles. In this circumstance, high 118 synchrony can be assumed. Interestingly, such strong, synchronous, responses, likely 119 encompassing multiple cortical layers, are reported in many papers. However, investigation of 120 how local (i.e., sub-millimeter scale), well-correlated (i.e. sensory-evoked response) activity 121 patterns of neuron populations in different layers of cerebral cortex, contribute to the 122 construction of a local FP began only recently. Subjects. Six macaque monkeys were implanted with a headpost and one or two recording 156 chambers during aseptic surgeries. The chambers were oriented to make penetrations 157 perpendicular to the lateral sulcus. 158 to ears (TDT). Tones ranged from 353.55 Hz to 32 kHz with 0.5 octave intervals (14 160 frequencies) were presented at 60 dB SPL (duration: 100 ms, SOA: 625 ms). 161
Recordings. All recordings were done while monkeys were awake. We used electrodes of linear-162 arrays of 23 electrical contacts spaced either 100 or 200 m apart (0.3-0.5M at 1.0 kHz) to 163 record signals at different cortical depths. FP (0.1Hz-500Hz) were recorded from all contacts 164 simultaneously and sampled at 2 kHz. As a reference (or indifferent) electrode, a metal pin 165 immersed in saline filling the recording chamber was used. The best frequency (BF) of multiunit 166 activity responses to tones was identified in each recording site (Kajikawa and Schroeder 2011). 167
In the present study, responses to BF tones were analyzed. 168
Current source density. CSD was calculated from FPs recorded from 3 adjacent electrode 169 contacts by the second order finite differences: 170
as the one dimensional approximation of the second order spatial derivative of the FP (Mitzdorf 172 1985) , with an assumption of homogeneous conductivity (see Discussion): 173
The generality of this method of CSD approximation (Eq. 1) has been questioned recently 175 because of generator "edge" effects in rodent barrel cortex (Einevoll et al. 2013) , with regard to 176 traditional assumption of "trans-positional invariance" to validate Eq. 1 performed only in 177 vertical dimension across cortex (Mitzdorf 1985) . However, the solution proposed by Einevoll 178 and colleagues "iCSD," (discussed below) was devised for the unique structure of rodent barrel 179 cortex, and does not generalize to the neocortex as a whole. Here, to support the last equality in 180
Eq. (2) as an approximation, "trans-positional invariance" is only a special case of generally 181 required conditions that satisfy the inequality:
, along the vertical path of array 182 electrodes (see Discussion). As Figure 2D will show, the condition is usually met when 183 suprathreshold stimulation excites extensive regions of cortex (see also Reimann et al. 2013) . 184 Thereby, it is appropriate for a wide range of neocortical applications, including the present case. 185
In the present study we used this standard approximation for compatibility with the vast majority 186 of prior studies. 187 
is the spatial distance between neighboring contacts of array electrode. 221
The parameter h represents a displacement distance of the center of mass of CSD from the array 222 behind the displacement is as follows. effects of volume conduction. The FP -CSD contrast is described systematically by comparison 329 of their temporal patterns (B), low frequency power plots (C vs. D) and phase differences (E). In 330 Sg layers, both FP and CSD signals maintained negative deflections after the onset until 100 ms. 331
Low frequency power had similar peaks. In Gr layers, though temporal patterns looked similar, 332 the onset negativity occurred earlier in CSD than FP and had a nearly 90 degrees phase 333 difference in high frequency bands. In Ig layer, the larger positive/negative fluctuations in FP 334 were more rapid than the source/sink fluctuations in the CSD signal. Thus, the peak FP power 335 was higher in a higher frequency band than peak CSD power.the similarity score as an inner product of vectors representing temporal patterns of 2 signals in 3 338 cortical layers (Fig. 1E) . The score changes from 1 when FP and CSD had identical temporal 339 patterns to -1 when two patterns were of opposite polarity and mirror images of one another. The 340 scores for 3 pairs in Fig. 1B (Fig, 2C) . Sink sand sources modeled here 372 have round shapes delimited to two parallel flat planes spread horizontally (xy, Fig. 2Ai and Bi). 373 FP profiles were calculated based on Eq. 4. Due to symmetry of sink and source shapes around 374 their centers, FP profiles formed in planes that contain x-y centers of sink and source are 375 identical. When there is one FP generator, inversion of FP polarity occurs at the mid z position 376 between sink and source ( Fig. 2Aii and Bii). Above and below the inversion, the FP spreads with 377 constant polarity with amplitude peak positions aligned vertically to sink and source ( Fig. 2Aiii  378 and Biii). However, when two FP generators co-exist, FP distributions from single generators 379 superimpose, and an FP distribution reflecting an interaction of the two generators emerges. 380
Ventral spread of the negative FP below the inversion of the single strong generator ( Fig. 2A) is 381 reduced in the combined case (Fig. 2C) and is interrupted by small positivity due to the lowerpeak at the corresponding z-position is smaller in Fig. 2C . Thus, within the cortex where activity 384 spreads over cortical layers through volume conduction, the FP in any one layer is 385 'contaminated' by signals of activity generated in other layers. We utilized the volume conductor 386 model to specify this effect quantitatively. 387 3C, from which the spatiotemporal CSD profile in Fig. 3A was derived. The volume conductor 391 model-derived FP profile for these signals (described below) is shown in Fig. 3B . Fig. 3D  392 illustrates the gradual change in the FP produced by the systematically increasing spatial range of 393 the CSD profile that is incorporated into the volume conductor model to derive Gr layer FP 394
waveform. This is shown in increasing order from top to bottom, starting from a summation of 395 one channel that corresponds to Gr layer CSD itself. While temporal patterns of the observed FP 396 and CSD (bottom red and top green traces in Fig. 3D ) differed in their temporal patterns, the FP 397 generated by the model (traces between the top and bottom in Fig. 3D ) became successively 398 closer approximations of the observed FP as the spatial range of CSD estimates (incorporated by 399 the model) is increased. In this example, the model broadened the onset negativity and delayed 400 the timing of the following positive peak (asterisks in Fig. 3D ) from 38 to 62 ms. This effect 401
indicates that the Gr layer FP was influenced by current generators (indexed by CSD) in other 402 layers. By performing the same model calculation over all depths of FP recording, we calculated 403 a model-derived spatiotemporal FP profile (Fig. 3B) , which resembles the profile of the observed 404 FP (Fig. 3C ) more closely than it does the CSD profile. Accordingly, the spectrotemporal patternthan that of the CSD signal (Figs. 3E-G) . 407
For the example shown in Fig. 3 , the similarity score of the observed FP with the co-408 located CSD signal was 0.38 and increased to 0.95 when computed using the model-derived FP. 409
Also, across penetration sites (n=130), the similarity over the 150 ms long temporal patterns 410 between the observed FP in Gr layer and the model-derived FP increased as a function of the 411 number of proximal CSD signals (Fig. 4B) . Improvement of the score through use of the model 412 waveform was also observed for FP in Sg and Ig layers ( Fig. 4A and C) . 413
In all layers, the score reached asymptote by integrating signals within less than 1 mm. 414
This suggested that FP responses to the best frequency tones within the auditory cortex are 415
shaped by activity of variable temporal patterns occurring in the gray matter over the range of a 416 millimeter where strong activation is spread. It may be also noted that the model-derived FP in 417
Sg layer, where local CSD activity was stronger than other layers (Fig. 6C) , still increased its 418 similarity to the observed FP by integrating activity over several hundreds of micrometers. These 419 results suggested that even at loci where the CSD signals were strong, the effect of volume 420 conduction would not be negligible due to activity in their vicinity. 421
Notably, the FPs in Ig layers (which are farthest from Sg layers) had the lowest similarity 422 scores. FPs in these layers required the widening of spatial coverage in the model to include CSD 423 in the Sg layers in order for the similarity score to asymptote. We estimated the channel 424 increments needed for the scores to reach 90% of the net changes, for all 3 layers in each 425 penetration site (Fig 4D) . Those channel increments differed significantly between layers 426 (Friedman's nonparametric repeated-measures ANOVA,   2 (df=2, n=116) = 38.2, p < 0.01, 427 excluding sites missing Ig layer data). This difference was attributable to the channel increments 428 order to define the physiological processes generating FPs recorded in loci of relatively weak 430 synaptic activity (e.g., the Ig layers), stronger synaptic events in the vicinity (e.g., those in the Sg 431 layers) have to be taken into account. In the example shown in Fig. 5 , the Ig layer CSD response (green in Fig. 5C , ) was 455 negative from 10 to 100 ms after the onset of sound and had a negative peak at 50 ms followed 456 by a positive peak at 130 ms. The FP response (red in Fig. 5C , ) had a positive peak at 50 ms 457 asymptotic similarity values decreases. This was presumably due to lower signal power for 499 higher frequency bands in the proximity of the recording and increasing susceptibility of FP to 500 the surrounding activity beyond the spatial range reflected in CSD. It could also more simply 501 relate to signal-to-noise ratios. It also may be noted in Fig. 6B that the similarity score of   502 reached asymptote with less channel increments than in other frequency bands (~   ). This was 503 presumably due to the fact that the power of   was smaller than other bands in all cortical layers, 504
and that the contribution of CSD   power in Sg layer to FP power in all layers was small (Fig.  505   6C~E) . 506
When the FP (or its power) peaks, CSD activity is expected to peak at the same time. Due 507 to volume conduction, such CSD activity could be either co-located with FP or located 508 somewhere else. As the frequency bands of FP power have different peak timing (medians are 509 128, 94, 41, 28.5, 22, and 14 ms for , , , ,   and   of the Gr layer FP responses, Friedman's 510 test,   2 (df=5, n=129) = 385, p < 0.01), we addressed the layer pattern of distance-weighted CSD 511 power that contributed to FP peaks for individual frequency bands separately. Figure 6C -E 512 shows the normalized CSD power distributed across Sg, Gr, and Ig layers for 6 frequency bands 513 at the timing of peak FP power in Sg (C), Gr (D), and Ig (E) layers. For Sg layer FP peaks, the 514 largest CSD contributors were in Sg layer regardless of frequency band (Fig. 6C) . For Gr layer 515 FP peaks, the largest CSD contributors were in Sg layers for  and , Gr layer for   and Sg. Gr 516 layers for  and   , and all layers for  (Fig. 6D) 
FP. 565
It has been suggested that the conductivity in the brain may vary with frequency of 566 signals, which would impact gain differentially across frequencies. Gabriel et al. (1996) showed 567 gradual increase in brain tissue conductivity over the frequency range including 1~256 Hz. This 568 would suggest that magnitudes of low frequency CSD components may be overestimated relative 569 to the magnitudes of higher frequency components. However, more recent studies report that 570 tissue conductivity or signal gain modulations over low frequency ranges are largely flat 571 (Logothetis et al. 2007) , and this would argue that differential effects between frequency bands 572 are modest to undetectable over the frequency range addressed in the present study. hand, they showed that conductivity differed between cortical layers and between tangential and 606 radial orientations, and taking it into account altered the derived CSD. On the other hand, as the 607 variability of conductivity was small, alteration of the spatial CSD patterns by inhomogeneous 608 spatial conductivity profile (the key variable in the present case) was also small. 609
Where conductivity changes, false-positive sinks/sources may contaminate signals 610 derived by conventional CSD analysis. In that case, whenever otherwise similar field potentials, 611 irrespective of whether they are stimulus-evoked or spontaneous, occur at conductivityamplitudes are proportional to the amplitudes of the field potential responses (Geselowitz 1967) . 614
However, such CSD components proportional to the field potential do not typically appear 615 within the bounds of a column of cortex (i.e., between the pial surface and white matter 616 boundaries). Therefore, fluctuation of tissue conductance over 100~200 micrometers, the spacing 617 of electrodes used in the present study, can be considered negligible. 618
If we assume deviation of homogeneous conductivity norm  from true inhomogeneous 619 whisker barrel, however, the highly specialized barrel system represents more of an extreme 652 case, than a model of the neocortex in general. In particular, the loud tones as used in the present 653 study activate a much larger horizontal extent of auditory cortex than that excited by a pure tone 654 at threshold intensity (Phillips et al. 1994 On the other hand, misuse of the iCSD method by applying incorrect models could result 660 in erroneous CSD estimates. With its high flexibility in modeling, the method can deduce CSD 661 for any complex structure. However, even when the model structure is not optimal, the method 662 derives a CSD estimate as if activity is generated in the modeled mass. Extreme case could be 663 With the iCSD method, the linearity between frequency bands holds true and the spatial 670 density and the temporal patterns that are different between frequency bands as revealed in the 671 present study can be incorporable in the derivation of CSD. Thus, it would be possible to 672 estimate more accurate CSD for different frequency bands. However, without the ability to 673 validate such models, it would be difficult to guarantee better estimations. In addition, if accurate 674 modeling of such activity patterns is possible, modeling for iCSD itself may substitute the need 675 to derive CSD. For real complex data, the best estimate of CSD would still be an approximation, 676 and approximated CSD still captures aspects of real data, unless it was ill-modeled, e.g. to 677
violate the linearity of frequency bands or volume conduction. 
